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Theories of embodied language comprehension propose that the neural systems used for 
perception, action, and emotion are also engaged during language comprehension. Consistent 
with these theories, behavioral studies have shown that the comprehension of language that 
describes motion is affected by simultaneously perceiving a moving stimulus (Kaschak et al., 
2005). In two neuroimaging studies, we investigate whether comprehension of sentences 
describing moving objects activates brain areas known to support the visual perception of 
moving objects (i.e., area MT/V5). Our data indicate that MT/V5 is indeed selectively engaged 
by sentences describing objects in motion toward the comprehender compared to sentences 
describing visual scenes without motion. Moreover, these sentences activate areas along the 
cortical midline of the brain, known to be engaged when participants process self-referential 
information. The current data thus suggest that sentences describing situations with potential 
relevance to one’s own actions activate both higher-order visual cortex as well brain areas 
involved in processing information about the self. The data have consequences for embodied 
theories of language comprehension: first, they show that perceptual brain areas support 
sentential-semantic processing. Second the data indicate that sensory-motor simulation of 
events described through language are susceptible to top-down modulation of factors such as 
relevance of the described situation to the self.
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and are thus less available for use in sentence comprehension. This 
leads to interference between the processing of the visual and the 
language stimuli. While this study may indeed show the behavioral 
consequences of interference on the neural level, Kaschak et al. 
(2005) cannot provide conclusive neuro-functional evidence on 
the basis of their reaction time study.
The visual perception of moving stimuli is known to rely on 
area MT/V5 in posterior middle temporal cortex (Tootell et al., 
1995a; Smith et al., 1998). Importantly, this area has been shown 
to be responsive both to the actual perception of moving stimuli, 
as well as to imagery of motion (Goebel et al., 1998). Thus, accord-
ing to the above mentioned theory it is MT/V5 which is expected 
to respond both to visually perceived objects in motion and to 
sentences describing objects in motion.
Those imaging studies investigating visuo-motor language rep-
resentations to date have focused on the processing of words in 
isolation (Kable et al., 2002, 2005; Noppeney et al., 2005; Pirog Revill 
et al., 2008). Typically motion verbs are compared with non-motion 
verbs (Noppeney et al., 2005; Pirog Revill et al., 2008) or with words 
describing various types of objects or states (Kable et al., 2002, 
2005). For example, Kable and colleagues (2002, 2005) presented 
participants with a target word and two alternative words, one of 
which was relatively more semantically related to the target than 
According to embodiment theory, language comprehension requires 
neural resources ordinarily used for perception, action, and emo-
tion. Thus, for example, understanding language about actions 
(e.g., “Open the drawer.”) requires simulation using neural systems 
involved in action (i.e., ventral premotor and inferior parietal cortex), 
whereas comprehension of language about visual motion (e.g., “The 
car approached you.”) requires access to neural systems involved 
in motion perception (i.e., posterior lateral temporal cortex). The 
predictions regarding action-related language have been confirmed 
behaviorally (e.g., Glenberg and Kaschak, 2002), using imaging 
techniques (e.g., Hauk et al., 2004; Rueschemeyer et al., 2007), and 
using TMS (Buccino et al., 2005; Glenberg et al., 2008). The case for 
language denoting moving objects appears less clear cut.
Behavioral evidence has been reported supporting a link between 
neural systems involved in perception of visual motion and com-
prehension of language describing objects in motion. For example, 
Kaschak et al. (2005) showed that participants watching a video clip 
depicting motion are slower to respond to an acoustically presented 
sentence describing an object in motion, when the trajectories of the 
visually perceived and linguistically described objects are congruent 
in contrast to if the trajectories are incongruent. The interpretation 
offered is that in the visual-linguistic match condition, the neural 
systems used to analyze motion are engaged by the visual stimulus, 
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Materials
Seventy-two sentences were constructed for the experiment and 
recorded by a native German speaker (examples can be seen in 
Table 1). Twenty-four of the 72 sentences described items moving 
toward the participant (SENT
T
); 24 sentences described items mov-
ing away from the participant (SENT
A
) and 24 sentences described 
items which were not in motion (SENT
S
).
In addition three visual stimuli were created. The first of these 
was a black and white spiral rotated in a clockwise direction 
to give the illusion of motion toward the participant (VIS
T
); 
secondly a black and white spiral rotated in a counter-clock-
wise direction to give the illusion of motion away from the 
participant (VIS
A
); and thirdly a static image, which was cre-
ated by scrambling the visual input of the spiral stimuli, which 
did not create any illusion of motion (VIS
S
). All images were 
580 × 580 pixels.
Each of the 72 constructed sentences was presented in conjunc-
tion with all three visual stimulus options (VIS
T
, VIS
A
, VIS
S
) yielding 
216 critical trials and nine potential trial conditions.
In addition to the critical experimental stimuli, participants 
received catch trials designed to test their engagement (see below), 
as well as null events in which no stimulus was presented for the 
duration of a normal trial.
Stimulus presentation
Participants lay supine in the scanner. Visual stimuli were presented 
via 3D glasses onto a virtual computer monitor, and spoken sen-
tence stimuli were presented via headphones. Participants could 
control a small response box with their right hand (i.e., by pressing 
one of two buttons). Responses to catch trials were recorded via 
the response box (see below for more details).
A single critical trial constituted presentation of a sentence 
in conjunction with visual stimulation. Trial length was 4 s, and 
the duration of each sentence was approximately 2 s. To enhance 
the temporal resolution of the acquired signal, trial onset was 
jittered by 250 ms with respect to the first scan in each trial. In 
other words, while the first trial was initiated co-incidentally with 
the beginning of a scan, the second trial and third trials were 
initiated 250 and 500 ms. after initiation of a scan, respectively. 
This was done by setting the intertrial interval (ITI) to 4250 ms. 
Each trial began with presentation of the visual stimulus (VIS
T
, 
VIS
A
, VIS
S
), which remained visible for the duration of the trial 
(4 s). An auditory sentence (SENT
T
, SENT
A
, SENT
S
) was pre-
sented to participants over headphones 500 ms post onset of 
visual stimulation.
Following 8% of the trials (N = 18) a catch trial was introduced, 
which did not enter into the functional data analysis. In catch trials 
participants were asked to indicate whether motion in the preceding 
the other (e.g., target word: skipping: alternatives: rolling, bouncing). 
When making decisions about motion verbs, participants showed 
greater levels of activation in brain areas very proximal to MT/
V5 compared to when making the same type of decision about 
static object words. Typically (as in the case of the studies by Kable 
and colleagues), greater activation for motion verbs is observed in 
posterior lateral temporal cortex (PLTC), somewhat anterior to 
and distinct from MT/V5. Despite the lack of a clean overlap with 
MT/V5 these results are generally taken to support the notion that 
retrieving conceptual information about motion (i.e., action) verbs 
activates visual-motion representations.
One shortcoming in these previous studies is the fact that most 
have focused on the processing of words in isolation. Specifically, 
words in isolation may be indeed be associated with motions 
(or have motion components in their semantic composition), 
but they are not directly comparable with the visual stimuli 
which have been used to elicit activation in MT/V5 in the visual 
domain (see also Wallentin et al., 2005). For example, a typical 
stimulus used to activate MT/V5 is a display of expanding dots 
(Tootell et al., 1995a), however neither the word “expand” nor 
the word “dot” describes the stimulus as well as the combination 
of “expanding dot display” or better yet the sentence “The dots 
moved away from the center of the screen.” Thus previous stud-
ies using single word stimuli may simply fail to specify enough 
information about an event to make visual processing possible. 
In the current two experiments, we therefore presented partici-
pants with sentences describing objects in motion or objects at 
rest, and compared the neural correlates of comprehending each 
sentence type. This design is comparable to what was used in the 
behavioral study of Kaschak et al. (2005), however it provides 
direct evidence as to the substrate underlying the previously 
observed behavioral effect.
A second reason to use sentence stimuli is to create a better 
match between language stimuli with and without motion con-
tent. Specifically, previous studies have frequently contrasted action 
verbs (i.e., language with motion content) with concrete nouns (i.e., 
language without motion content). This has led some researchers 
to question whether observed differences in PLTC might actually 
reflect differences in grammatical category rather than semantic 
information (Bedny et al., 2008). On the other hand, while the 
focus of the aforementioned studies has indeed been on action 
verbs, Kable et al. (2005) did include a contrast between nouns 
with implicit motion content (e.g., words denoting manipulable 
objects) and nouns without motion content (e.g., animals). The 
results showed that manipulable object nouns elicited greater levels 
of activation within PLTC (i.e., middle temporal gyrus) than animal 
nouns. This indicates that differences in PLTC can be found within 
word categories. Nevertheless, we avoid grammatically dependent 
activation differences by presenting sentences with similar syntactic 
structure but different propositional content.
ExpErimEnt 1: SEntEncES dEScribing moving vS. 
Static ScEnES
matErialS and mEthodS
Participants
Twelve participants (six male) aged 22–30 years (mean = 26) partic-
ipated in this experiment after giving informed written consent.
Table 1 | Examples of the sentences used in Experiment 1 with English 
translations.
Condition Example sentence English translation
Toward Das Auto fährt auf Dich zu. The car drives toward you.
Away Das Auto fährt von Dir weg. The car drives away from you.
Static Das Auto sieht groß aus. The car looks big.
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(Thiron, 1998). The transformation parameters obtained from 
both normalization steps were subsequently applied to the func-
tional data. Voxel size was interpolated during co-registration from 
3 × 3 × 4 mm to 3 × 3 × 3 mm.
The statistical evaluation was based on a least-squares estimation 
using the general linear model for serially autocorrelated observa-
tions (Worsley and Friston, 1995). The design matrix was gener-
ated with a synthetic hemodynamic response function and its first 
derivative (Josephs et al., 1997; Friston et al., 1998). The model 
equation, made up of the observed data, the design matrix, and 
the error term, was convolved with a Gaussian kernel of dispersion 
of 4 s FWHM.
For each participant three critical contrasts were computed. The 
first of these served to localize the functional region of interest 
(fROI) in area MT (see section Functional Region of Interest), 
known to be important in the processing of visual motion (Tootell 
et al., 1995b). The second two contrasts (see section Whole Brain 
Analysis) served to locate areas which were involved in the process-
ing of motion content of sentence materials outside of the pre-
defined fROI. Because individual functional datasets had been 
aligned to the standard stereotactic reference space, a group analysis 
based on contrast images could be performed. Single-participant 
contrast images were entered into a second-level random effects 
analysis for each of the contrasts. The group analysis consisted of 
a one-sample t-test across the contrast images of all subjects that 
indicated whether observed differences between conditions were 
significantly distinct from 0. Subsequently, t-values were trans-
formed into Z-scores.
Functional region of interest
In order to locate the area MT, a direct contrast between brain 
activation elicited by moving visual stimuli was compared to 
activation elicited by static images (VIS
T,A
 vs. VIS
S
) in a group 
average across all participants. In all cases, co-occurring sen-
tence stimuli described static scenes (SENT
S
). The maximally 
activated voxel in the posterior middle temporal gyrus plus the 
26 voxels adjacent to the peak voxel (ca. 700 mm3) in this contrast 
were identified as the fROI. For each individual participant, time 
course data was extracted from the voxels in the predefined MT 
fROI for each Sentence condition (SENT
T
, SENT
A
, SENT
S
) in 
conjunction with static images (VIS
S
). In this way, trials belong-
ing to the functional localizer and trials included in the contrast 
of sentence materials were independent from one another (see 
also Saxe et al., 2006).
For the analysis of the experimental sentence stimuli, the time 
course of MR signal intensity was extracted for each individual 
participant from all voxels within the predefined MT region of 
interest. The average percent signal change was calculated for each 
subject and stimulus type, using the average signal intensity during 
null events as a baseline. Because the fMRI response typically peaks 
6 s after stimulus onset, mean percent signal change was calculated 
for each participant between 4 and 8 s post-stimulus onset.
Mean percent signal change for each participant in each sen-
tence condition was entered into a repeated measure ANOVA 
with the within subject factor Sentence Meaning (Toward, Away, 
Static). Within each fROI the two critical comparisons concerned 
(1) sentences describing motion toward the listener vs. sentences 
visual stimulation had been in a clockwise or a counter-clockwise 
direction. In this manner we ensured that participants processed 
the visual stimuli.
Experimental stimuli were presented in three blocks of approxi-
mately 10 min each with a 1-min pause between blocks (i.e., the 
purpose of the blocks was only to give participants a rest). Each of 
the 72 constructed sentences was presented in conjunction with all 
three visual stimuli options (VIS
T
, VIS
A
, VIS
S
) yielding 216 critical 
trials. Although sentences were presented three times in the course 
of the entire experiment, each sentence was presented only once 
within any given block. The order of visual stimulus presentation in 
conjunction with a single sentence was balanced across the experi-
ment. The 216 critical trials plus 24 null events (low level baseline 
condition consisting of a blank screen presented for 4 seconds) 
were presented in a balanced, pseudorandomized order, such that 
a single condition was not repeated on more than three consecutive 
trials, and the probability of each condition following any other 
condition was matched.
FMRI data acquisition
Scanning was performed using a 3-T MedSpec 30/100 scanner 
(Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) and a birdcage head coil. Twenty axial 
slices (4-mm thickness, 1 mm inter-slice distance, FOV 19.2 cm, 
data matrix of 64 × 64 voxels, in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 mm) were 
acquired every 2 s during functional measurements (BOLD sensi-
tive gradient EPI sequence, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, 
acquisition bandwidth = 100 Hz) with a 3-Tesla Bruker Medspec 
30/100 system. Prior to functional imaging T1-weighted MDEFT 
images (data matrix 256 × 256, TR = 1.3 s, TE = 10 ms) were 
obtained with a non-slice selective inversion pulse followed by a 
single excitation of each slice (Norris, 2000). These images were 
used to co-register functional scans with previously obtained high-
resolution whole head 3D brain scans (128 sagittal slices, 1.5 mm 
thickness, FOV 25 × 25 × 19.2 cm, data matrix of 256 × 256 voxels) 
(Lee et al., 1995).
FMRI data analysis
The functional imaging data was processed using the software pack-
age LIPSIA (Lohmann et al., 2001). Functional data were corrected 
first for motion artifacts using a matching metric based on linear 
correlation. Data were subsequently corrected for the temporal 
offset between slices acquired in one scan using a cubic–spline inter-
polation based on the Nyquist–Shannon Theorem. Low-frequency 
signal changes and baseline drifts were removed by applying a tem-
poral highpass filter to remove frequencies lower than 1/80 Hz and 
a spatial Gaussian filter with 10 mm FWHM was applied.
Functional slices were aligned with a 3D stereotactic coordinate 
reference system using linear registration. The registration param-
eters were acquired on the basis of the MDEFT and EPI-T1 slices to 
achieve an optimal match between these slices and the individual 
3D reference data set which was standardized to the Talairach ster-
eotactic space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The registration 
parameters were further used to transform the functional slices 
using trilinear interpolation, so that the resulting functional slices 
were aligned with the stereotactic coordinate system. This linear 
normalization process was improved by a subsequent process-
ing step that performed an additional non-linear  normalization 
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Functional rEgion oF intErESt (froi)
In the left hemisphere MT was identified at Talairach coordinate 
−47, −75, 9. In the right hemisphere the peak activated voxel was 
located at 43, −67, 9 (see Figure 1).
Mean percent signal change for each participant within left and 
right MT for the critical sentence conditions was entered into a 
repeated measure ANOVA with the within subjects factor Sentence 
Meaning (Toward, Away, Static). In the left hemisphere a main effect 
of Sentence Meaning was observed [F(2,22) = 4.19; p < 0.05]. This 
reflected significantly more activation for Toward than Static sen-
tences [F(1,11 = 9.07, p = 0.01], however no reliable difference in 
activation level was seen for Away vs. Static sentences [F(1,11) < 1]. 
In the right hemisphere no reliable main effect of Sentence Meaning 
was observed [F(2,22) < 1].
WholE brain analySiS
In addition to the fROI analysis described above, we identified 
additional areas of the brain which responded selectively to sen-
tence meaning in a whole brain analysis. Relevant brain areas were 
identified by directly comparing activation elicited by (1) sentences 
describing motion toward the participant vs. sentences describing 
static scenes, and (2) sentences describing motion away from the 
participant vs. sentences describing static scenes.
Sentences describing motion toward the participant vs. sen-
tences describing static images elicited activation within the 
right posterior superior temporal sulcus, directly superior to 
the region identified as MT in the right hemisphere by the fROI 
analysis. In the left hemisphere activation in MT did not pass the 
cluster-size threshold (see Table 2) at the whole brain level, how-
ever a smaller area (108 mm3) was activated at the level p < 0.001, 
uncorrected. Additionally activation was seen in  several areas 
describing stationary scenes, and (2) sentences describing motion 
away from the listener vs. sentences describing stationary scenes. 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons was used in deter-
mining the statistical significance of differences between sentence 
conditions within fROIs.
Whole brain analysis
In order to identify brain areas outside of MT selectively acti-
vated by the motion content of sentences, we compared brain 
activation elicited by sentences describing motion toward the 
participant vs. sentences describing static content (SENT
T
 vs. 
SENT
S
) in conjunction with static images (VIS
S
) as well as sen-
tences describing motion away from the participant vs. sentences 
describing static content (SENT
A
 vs. SENT
S
) in conjunction with 
static images (VIS
S
).
To protect against false positive activation a double thresh-
old was applied by which only regions with a Z-score exceeding 
3.09 (p < 0.001, uncorrected) and a volume exceeding 18 vox-
els (650 mm3) were considered (Forman et al., 1995). This non-
arbitrary activation size was determined using a Monte Carlo 
simulation and is equivalent to a corrected significance level of 
p < 0.05.
rESultS
bEhavioral rESultS
Participants responded successfully to the 18 catch trials 
(mean = 16.3, SD = 2.7). Eliminating two participants who 
made more than 60% errors improved average performance 
(mean = 17.4, SD = 1.1), but did not substantially change the 
functional results. Therefore functional data from all 12 partici-
pants were included.
FigurE 1 | Activation in bilateral MT during each of the two experiments. 
The Z-map in the center shows the pattern of activation elicited by the functional 
localizer (Z > 3.01) in Experiment 1. In the top panel activation within left MT is 
shown for each sentence condition (T = Toward, A = Away, S = Static). Only 
activation in conjunction with T sentences reached significance in left MT. In the 
bottom panel activation within bilateral MT is shown for each sentence condition 
(MTS = movement toward self, MTO = movement toward other, 
MTT = movement toward thing, MAS = movement away from self). A single 
asterisk indicates a difference significant at the 0.05 level, and two asterisks 
indicate a difference significant at the 0.01 level.
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Thus, we see reliable difference in left MT/V5, but only for those 
motion sentences presented which describe a “toward” motion 
rather than an “away” motion.
It is possible that the design used in Experiment 1 was subop-
timal for detecting subtle changes within MT (for away motion 
compared to the static scene sentences). Participants were always 
presented simultaneously with both a language and a visual stimu-
lus. It is conceivable that subtle language-driven changes in MT were 
weakened by changes elicited in MT throughout the experiment in 
response to actual moving stimuli. Additionally, posterior temporal 
cortex (in close proximity to MT) is known to be a multimodal 
area that receives input from both auditory and visual channels, 
and this area may be important in the integration of auditory and 
visual input (Beauchamp, 2005). Thus, the hypothesized general 
modulation of MT as a function of movement sentences may have 
been difficult to detect because participants performed some degree 
of audio–visual integration in all trials. We therefore conducted a 
second experiment in which presentations of visual and auditory 
information were kept separate (see further below).
In addition to the ROI analysis, a whole brain analysis was con-
ducted, which revealed significantly more activation in several brain 
areas for Toward sentences in contrast to Static sentences, but no 
reliable differences for Away sentences in contrast to Static sen-
tences. In particular Toward sentences showed higher activation in 
the orbitomedial prefrontal cortex (OMPFC), posterior cingulate 
cortex (PC) and cuneus (see Figure 2).
The cortical midline structures have been implicated in both 
processing of self-referential stimuli (review see Northoff and 
Bermpohl, 2004) as well as modulation of visual attention based 
on cue-induced anticipation (Small et al., 2003). With respect to the 
first of these points, the OMPFC together with the PC has been seen 
to play a role in tasks requiring self-reflection, for example indicat-
ing whether or not a given word describes oneself vs. indicating 
whether or not the same word describes another person (Johnson 
along the median wall including medial prefrontal cortex, mid-
dle cingulate gyrus, posterior cingulate gyrus, and cuneus (see 
Table 2, Figure 2).
Sentences describing motion away from the participant vs. sen-
tences describing static images yielded no significantly activated 
brain regions in the whole brain analysis.
diScuSSion
In Experiment 1, we investigated whether comprehending sentences 
describing an event involving motion reliably activated MT/V5 
in contrast to sentences describing a static scene. Previous fMRI 
research on motion-related language has focused on the process-
ing of action verbs and single nouns (Kable et al., 2002, 2005; 
Noppeney et al., 2005; Pirog Revill et al., 2008). These studies tend 
to show activation anterior and dorsal to MT/V5, but not directly 
within MT/V5. This anterior shift might due to the fact that an 
isolated verb or noun gives little specific information about motion 
parameters. Therefore, participants in the current study listened 
to sentences describing short events about objects in motion and 
static scenes.
The most important results from Experiment 1 are as follows. 
First, the coordinates obtained with the functional localizer task 
are in accordance with those described in previous literature 
(Tootell et al., 1995a; Kable et al., 2005). Second, within left MT/
V5 activation was modulated by sentence meaning, such that 
sentences describing objects in motion toward the participant 
(e.g., “The car drives toward you.”) elicited reliably more activa-
tion than sentences describing static scenes (e.g., “The car looks 
big.”). However, a similar difference was not observed for sentences 
describing objects in motion away from the participant (e.g., “The 
car drives away from you.”). Additionally, multiple voxels within 
the right MT/V5 appear to show modulation by sentence meaning 
(i.e., Toward > Static, see Figure 1), this difference, however, did 
not reach significance when all voxels in the ROI were considered. 
Table 2 | Areas showing significantly different activation (A) within posterior middle temporal gyrus (MT) for the functional localizer and (B) whole 
brain analysis contrasting different sentence types.
Contrast region Extent (mm3) Zmax x y z
(A) FunCTionAl loCAlizEr
 visual motion – static image Right posterior middle 7965 5.47 43 −66 9
 temporal gyrus (RMT)
 Left posterior middle 10854 5.11 −44 −73 9 
 temporal gyrus (LMT)
(B) WholE BrAin AnAlysis
 static image with toward Right posterior superior 783 3.77 49 −61 21 
 sentences – static sentences temporal gyrus (pSTG)
 Orbitofrontal median wall 648 3.38 1 65 3
 Middle cingulate gyrus 2079 3.93 10 −7 36
 Posterior cingulate gyrus 4968 3.41 7 −49 30
 Posterior median wall (Cuneus) 1080 3.87 10 −85 42
 Static image with away No significant differences      
 sentences – static sentences
An activation was regarded significant at a voxel threshold of p < 0.001 and a cluster size >640 mm3 (equivalent to corrected p < 0.05). Region, extent (mm3), Z-values 
and Talairach coordinates are reported.
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tation is correct, sentences describing objects in motion toward 
inanimate objects should not activate the cortical midline struc-
tures in the same manner as seen for sentences describing objects 
in motion toward oneself. Moreover, we included a further experi-
mental condition in which sentences describing objects in motion 
toward other people were presented (e.g., “The car drives toward 
Maria”). If the observed activation of the cortical midline structures 
are a reflection of self-referentiality we predict these structures to 
be active only in the Toward Self sentence, but not in the Toward 
Other sentences. However, there is recent evidence that the self vs. 
other distinction in action understanding might be less strict than 
previously thought (Rizolatti et al., 2001; Wilson and Knoblich, 
2005). Under this assumption one might expect an overlap of brain 
activation for the Toward self and Toward other condition.
ExpErimEnt 2: rEFErEncE to SElF and othErS in thE 
procESSing oF motion SEntEncES
matErialS and mEthodS
Participants
Sixteen participants (eight male) aged 22–27 years (mean = 24.8) 
participated in this experiment after giving informed 
written consent.
Materials
Sentence material consisted of a total of 192 short sentences. All sen-
tences were constructed in the active voice with a subject, a verb, and 
prepositional phrase (see examples in Table 3). Of the 192 sentences, 
120 sentences constituted critical items. These belonged to one of 
five conditions: Movement Toward Self (MTS), Movement Toward 
Other (MTO), Movement Toward Thing (MTT), Movement Away 
from Self (MAS), and No Movement (NM). For each condition 24 
sentences were constructed. The remaining 72 non-critical items 
comprised 24 catch trials (see below) and 48 filler sentences, which 
were of a form comparable to that of the critical items, but always 
described objects in motion away from various things. These were 
included in order to keep the number of occurrences of the words 
“toward” and “away” balanced.
Catch trials were designed in order to ensure that participants 
were listening carefully to sentence content. Catch trials were 
semantically anomalous sentences with the same syntactic form 
as critical items.
et al., 2002; Kelley et al., 2002; Kjaer et al., 2002). In the current 
data, OMPFC and medial posterior parietal cortex are seen to be 
more activated for sentences describing objects in motion toward 
the participant than for sentences with no self-referential content 
(i.e., Static sentences). Activation in these areas may thus reflect 
the self-referential content of these sentences for participants. The 
OMPFC is also one of the primary regions to send output to vis-
ceromotor structures in the hypothalamus and brainstem, and is 
thus well-suited to initiate changes in the body (Ongur and Price, 
2000). Therefore activation in this area in conjunction with sen-
tences describing objects in motion toward the participant may 
reflect awareness of the self entering a situation in which action 
should be initiated (see further below for related discussion).
With respect to visual attention, the cingulate gyrus along with 
MPFC has been shown to support monitoring and modulation of 
visual attention (Small et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2009). Specifically 
a distinction has been made between anterior and posterior cin-
gulate regions, with anterior cingulate gyrus (AC) active during 
visual search, spatial working memory and conflict monitoring and 
PC together with MPFC responsible for the mediation of visual 
attention based on cue-induced anticipation. It has been suggested 
that PC is particularly involved when shifts in visual attention are 
required to efficiently modify behavior (Small et al., 2003). In con-
trast to the classic distinction between AC and PC, Vogt (2005) 
proposes a four-region model of cingulate cortex. Specifically, 
based on the results of monkey and human neuorophysiologi-
cal and cytoarchetectonic studies, cingulate cortex is divided into 
anterior, middle and posterior cingulate as well as retrosplenial 
cortex. In this model posterior middle cingulate cortex (pMCC) 
is involved in skeletomotor orientation while PCC is involved in 
visuospatial orientation that is mediated through connections to 
the parietal lobe as well as assessment of self-relevant sensations. 
In a similar vein, Taylor et al. (2009) have shown that connections 
between insular cortex and MCC support response selection and 
skeletomotor body control during monitoring of the environment. 
The results presented here show greater engagement of PC accord-
ing to traditional views of cingulate cortex, and greater engagement 
of pMCC and dorsal PPC according to Vogt (2005) for the com-
prehension of sentences describing objects in motion toward the 
listener. We suggest that motion of an item toward oneself in many 
cases requires monitoring of the environment and subsequent ini-
tiation of a motor reaction (i.e., to locate the car moving toward 
one, or ultimately to move out of the way of the approaching car), 
whereas objects moving away from the participant or static objects 
may not require an immediate motor response or modification 
of behavior. Therefore it is possible that activation in the cortical 
midline structures for Toward sentences reflect (1) self-relevance 
of sentences describing approaching objects and (2) preparation of 
neural systems to identify and behaviorally respond to approach-
ing objects. This interpretation is in line with the role of cingulate 
cortex proposed by Vogt (2005) and Taylor et al. (2009).
In Experiment 2, in addition to separating visual and language 
stimuli, we test the hypothesis that self-referentiality is critical in 
eliciting activity in the cortical midline structures. To this end, 
participants were presented with sentences describing objects in 
motion toward not only themselves but also toward inanimate 
objects (e.g., “The car drives toward the bridge”). If our interpre-
Table 3 | Examples of the sentences used in Experiment 2 with English 
translations.
Condition Example sentence English translation
MTS Das Auto fährt The car drives toward you. 
 auf Dich zu.
MTA Das Auto fährt The car drives away from you. 
 von Dir weg.
MTO Das Auto fährt The car drives toward Maria. 
 auf Maria zu.
MTT Das Auto fährt The car drives toward the bridge. 
 auf die Brücke zu.
NM Das Auto The car looks big. 
 sieht groß aus.
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After registration and normalization, a temporal highpass filter 
with a cutoff frequency of 1/90 Hz was used for baseline correction 
of the signal and a spatial Gaussian filter with 6 mm FWHM was 
applied. The statistical evaluation was based on a general linear 
regression with pre-whitening (Worsley et al., 2002). Specifically, 
autocorrelation parameters were estimated from the least-squares 
residuals using the Yule–Walker equations. These parameters 
were subsequently used to whiten both data and design matrix. 
Finally, the linear model was re-estimated using least squares on 
the whitened data to produce estimates of effects and their stand-
ard errors.
Whole brain analysis: localizer block
As noted before, each individual functional dataset was aligned 
with the standard stereotactic reference space, so that a group 
analysis based on the contrast-images could be performed. 
The single-participant contrast-images were entered into a 
second-level random effects analysis for each of the contrasts. 
The group analysis consisted of a one-sample t-test across the 
contrast images of all subjects that indicated whether observed 
differences between conditions were significantly distinct 
from 0. The results were corrected for multiple comparisons 
using cluster-size and cluster-value thresholds obtained by 
Monte–Carlo simulations using a significance level of p < 0.05 
(clusters in the resulting maps were obtained using a Z-value 
threshold of 2.576).
Functional region of interest (ROI)
The contrast images were also used for regions of interest (ROI) 
analysis. We tested whether contrast values in ROIs were signifi-
cantly different from 0 in each experimental condition. Masks for 
the left and the right MT/V5 were created using the functional 
images of the localizer run. Three other ROIs were determined 
using the results of Experiment 1: the orbitomedial prefrontal cor-
tex (OMPFC), posterior cingulate (PC) and cuneus (CUN).
rESultS
bEhavioral
Participants showed high performance (93.75%, SD = 7.13) for 
detection of catch trials (i.e., semantically anomalous sentences), 
indicating that they were indeed listening to and processing the 
semantic content of sentences in general.
Functional rEgion oF intErESt (roi)
Area MT/ V5
In the left hemisphere the peak activation in MT/V5 was identi-
fied at −43, −68, 10. In the right hemisphere the peak coordi-
nate was at 43, −64, 8 (see Figure 1). Planned paired samples 
t-tests showed that in bilateral MT/V5 sentences describing 
objects in motion toward the participant as well as toward oth-
ers and toward inanimate objects elicited reliably more activation 
than sentences describing static scenes (Left MT/V5: MTS-NM: 
t(15) = 2.35, p < 0.05; MTO-NM: t(15) = 2.18, p < 0.05); MTT-NM: 
t(15) = 3.69, p = 0.001; Right MT/V5: MTS-NM: t(15) = 3.23, 
p < 0.01; MTO-NM: t(15) = 2.47, p < 0.05); MTT-NM: t(15) = 3.36, 
p = 0.005.). Sentences describing objects in motion away from 
participants showed no reliably different activation than sen-
The three visual stimuli created for Experiment 1 were used 
again. These constituted (1) a black and white spiral rotated in 
a clockwise direction to give the illusion of motion toward the 
participant (VIS
T
); (2) a black and white spiral rotated in a counter-
clockwise direction to give the illusion of motion away from the 
participant (VIS
A
); and (3) a static image, which was created by 
scrambling the visual input of the spiral stimuli and did not create 
any illusion of motion (VIS
S
). All images were 580 × 580 pixels.
Stimulus presentation
Participants lay in the scanner. Auditory stimuli were presented over 
headphones and visual stimuli were presented on a virtual monitor 
seen through 3D glasses. After being instructed and given practice 
trials, participants listened to all sentence stimuli in a single con-
tinuous block (approx. 33 min) and performed a sentence congru-
ency task. Specifically, participants were instructed to respond by 
pressing a button whenever a semantically incongruent sentence 
was presented. In this manner, all critical trials remained free of 
motion artifacts. Following the sentence comprehension block, 
participants were shown visual stimuli for the purpose of local-
izing area MT/V5.
In the sentence comprehension block, each trial constituted 
presentation of a single sentence. The interstimulus interval was 
approximately 6 s. To enhance the temporal resolution of the 
acquired signal, a temporal jitter of 500, 1000, or 1500 ms. was 
inserted into the beginning of each trial.
FMRI data acquisition
Scanning was performed using a 3-T MedSpec 30/100 scanner 
(Bruker, Ettlingen, Germany) and a birdcage head coil. Twenty axial 
slices (4-mm thickness, 1 mm inter-slice distance, FOV 19.2 cm, 
data matrix of 64 × 64 voxels, in-plane resolution of 3 × 3 mm) were 
acquired every 2 s during functional measurements (BOLD sensi-
tive gradient EPI sequence, TR = 2 s, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°, 
acquisition bandwidth = 100 Hz) with a 3-Tesla Bruker Medspec 
30/100 system. Prior to functional imaging T1-weighted MDEFT 
images (data matrix 256 × 256, TR = 1.3 s, TE = 10 ms) were 
obtained with a non-slice selective inversion pulse followed by a 
single excitation of each slice (Norris, 2000). These images were 
used to co-register functional scans with previously obtained high-
resolution whole head 3D brain scans (128 sagittal slices, 1.5-mm 
thickness, FOV 25 × 25 × 19.2 cm, data matrix of 256 × 256 voxels) 
(Lee et al., 1995).
FMRI data analysis
In order to perform a motion correction, functional volumes were 
realigned and unwarped using SPM5. The further processing steps 
were performed using the software package LIPSIA (Lohmann 
et al., 2001). To perform a slicetime correction, a cubic–spline 
interpolation was applied.
In order to align the functional data with a 3D stereotactic 
coordinate reference system (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988), a 
linear registration was performed. The registration parameters 
were acquired using an anatomical reference brain. Hereafter, the 
registration parameters were used to transform the functional data 
set to the stereotactic coordinate system, by using a trilinear inter-
polation. The resulting voxel size was 3 × 3 × 3 mm.
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diScuSSion
The goal of Experiment 2 was twofold. First, we asked whether 
more conclusive results regarding the role of MT/V5 in process-
ing sentences describing objects in motion could be obtained with 
more participants and an experimental design separating visual and 
language stimuli. Secondly, we tested the hypothesis that sentences 
describing events necessitating reassignment of visual attention 
and potential modification of behavior to avoid danger elicit more 
activation than non-threatening sentences in the cortical midline 
structures (i.e., as seen in Experiment 1).
Using a functional localizer, MT/V5 was identified bilaterally 
in the lateral posterior middle temporal gyrus. The co-ordinates 
are very close to those reported in Experiment 1 and also to those 
reported in previous literature (Tootell et al., 1995a). Within bilat-
eral MT/V5, activation was modulated by sentence content, such 
that sentences describing objects in motion toward oneself (MTS: 
“The car drives toward you”) elicited more activation than sen-
tences describing static events (NM “The car looks big”). Activation 
in MT was not modulated by sentences describing objects in motion 
away from oneself (MAS: “The car drives away from you”). This 
suggests that MT/V5 becomes active in comprehending sentences 
describing approaching but not receding objects. The implications 
of this are discussed further below.
Cortical midline structures (OMPFC, PC, and cuneus) were reli-
ably more activated for sentences describing objects in motion toward 
participants than for sentences describing objects in motion away 
from participants. As discussed previously, the cortical midline struc-
tures have been implicated in (1) the processing of self-referential 
information (particularly OMPFC) and (2) the guiding of visual 
tences describing static scenes in either hemisphere (Left MT/
V5: MAS-NM: t(15) = 0.28, p > 0.1. Right MT/V5: MAS-NM: 
t(15) = 1.23, p > 0.1).
cortical midlinE StructurES
In the OMPFC reliably more activation was seen for sentences 
describing objects moving toward participants and other people 
than for sentences describing static scenes (MTS-NM: t(15) = 2.82, 
p < 0.05; MTO-NM: t(15) = 3.11, p < 0.01). Sentences describing 
objects in motion toward inanimate objects and objects in motion 
away from participants did not activate OMPFC differently than 
sentences describing static scenes (MTT-NM: t(15) = 1.37, p > 0.1; 
MAS-NM: t(15) = 1.21, p > 0.1).
In PC reliably greater activation was observed for sentences 
describing objects moving toward the participant, toward another 
person and toward inanimate objects than for sentences describ-
ing static scenes (MTS-NM: t(15) = 2.7, p < 0.01; MTO-NM: 
t(15) = 1.95, p < 0.05; MTT-NM: t(15) = 2.69, p < 0.01). Sentences 
describing objects in motion away from participants did not acti-
vate PC reliably differently than sentences describing static scenes 
(MAS-NM: t(15) = 1.28, p > 0.1).
In the cuneus significantly more activation was recorded for sen-
tences describing objects moving toward the participant and toward 
another person than for sentences describing static scenes (MTS-NM: 
t(15) = 2.15, p < 0.05; MTO-NM: t(15) = 1.75, p = 0.050). There was no 
reliably different activation for sentences describing objects in motion 
toward inanimate objects or objects in motion away from participants 
when compared with sentences describing static scenes (MTT-NM: 
t(15) = 0.79, p > 0.1; MAS-NM: t(15) = −0.02, p > 0.1).
FigurE 2 | The Z-map in the center shows the results of the whole brain 
analysis from Experiment 1. Greater levels of activation are seen along the 
cortical midline in the orbitomedial prefrontal cortex (OMPFC), posterior cingulate 
(PC) and cuneus (CUN) for sentences describing objects in motion toward 
oneself vs. sentences describing static objects. The histograms show mean 
activation (percent signal change) within these regions for the experimental 
sentence conditions presented in Experiment 2: MTS = movement toward self, 
MTO = movement toward other, MTT = movement toward thing, 
MAS = movement away from self. Activation in the cortical midline structures is 
significant for both MTS and MTO sentences, but not for MTT or MAS 
sentences. A single asterisk indicates a difference significant at the 0.05 level, 
and two asterisks indicate a difference significant at the 0.01 level.
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The  co-ordinates obtained in both studies are very close to those 
reported in previous literature (Tootell et al., 1995a). Within bilat-
eral MT/V5, activation was modulated by sentence content, such 
that sentences describing objects in motion toward oneself elicited 
more activation than sentences describing static events. Whereas 
activation difference in right MT/V5 only approached statistical 
significance in Experiment 1, the results of Experiment 2 showed a 
statistically reliable difference bilaterally. Activation in MT was not 
modulated by sentences describing objects in motion away from 
oneself. Taken together, we provide good evidence that sentences 
describing objects in motion toward participants activate bilateral 
MT/V5, while sentences describing objects in motion away from 
participants do not.
Our data are broadly consistent with those reported by Saygin 
et al. (2010) who also found greater activation in the MT area for 
sentences conveying motion compared to non-motion sentences. 
However, Saygin et al. did not report any difference between sen-
tences describing self-motion and those referring to motion of 
objects and animals. A notable difference between the methodolo-
gies used here and in Saygin et al. is that their stimuli were audio-
visual, that is, a video tape of a speaker uttering the sentences. 
Presenting the stimuli in a format closer to a conversational setting 
may have encouraged greater simulation (in preparation to respond 
to the speaker). This speculation is consistent with our claim that 
degree of simulation is subject to top-down modulation.
Another key finding from this work is that brain areas along 
the median wall, known to be involved in the processing of self-
referential stimuli and the direction of attention, are modulated 
by the self-referential content of experimental sentences. In both 
experiments sentences describing objects in motion toward the 
listener elicited greater activation in OMPFC, PC and cuneus 
than sentences describing static scenes. This pattern was not seen 
for sentences describing objects in motion away from the listener 
(Experiments 1 and 2) or for sentences describing objects in motion 
toward inanimate things (Experiment 2). To summarize, in all sen-
tence conditions in which the propositional content of the sentence 
could be construed as relevant to the self, activation was elicited 
in OMPFC and posterior medial parietal cortex. We suggest that 
these sentences are perceived as more relevant for the participant 
than sentences describing static scenes or scenes in which the par-
ticipant’s potential actions play no role.
implicationS For an EmbodiEd approach to languagE 
comprEhEnSion
The results from the two experiments are partially consistent with 
the predictions derived from an embodied approach to language 
comprehension. That is, if language comprehension requires the 
simulation of sentence content using neural systems also used for 
perception, action, and emotion, then we should expect activa-
tion of MT/V5 during processing of language about visual motion. 
Indeed we found that activation for sentences describing movement 
toward oneself, another person, or an object all activated area MT/
V5 significantly. However, sentences describing objects in motion 
away from oneself had no effect on activation level in MT/V5. Thus, 
although an selective involvement of visual brain areas is seen for 
the processing of sentences with visual motion content, it cannot be 
verified that sentences describing objects in motion per se activate 
attention to support a change in behavior (in  particular PC). Thus the 
results suggest that comprehending self-referential sentences describ-
ing an event that would require reallocation of the participant’s vis-
ual attention (i.e., to detect the approaching object) and a potential 
change in the participant’s subsequent behavior (i.e., to move out of 
the way of the approaching object) activate those cortical networks 
known to support execution of these tasks in a natural setting.
In support of this interpretation, sentences describing objects 
in motion toward inanimate objects (MTT: “The car approaches 
the bridge.”) did not reliably activate the OMPFC. MTT sentences 
elicited reliable modulation of activation in bilateral MT/V5 and in 
PC only. These findings are consistent with a network responsible 
for guiding visual attention toward a moving object (Small et al., 
2003), but this network has little overlap with those areas thought 
to be important in the processing of self-referential information. 
It is interesting to note here that sentences describing objects in 
motion toward other things in general (i.e., both toward the self and 
another object) activate a cortical network involved in the guidance 
of visual attention and perception of moving stimuli, but sentences 
describing objects in motion per se (e.g., sentences describing objects 
in motion away from participants) do not. We speculate that in all 
“toward” conditions, participants may understand a potential need 
to modify behavior based on the visual scene described. In the case 
that an object is approaching the participant or an inanimate object, 
the participant should ultimately change his behavior to avoid the 
imminent collision. In the case that an object is moving away from 
the participant, there is no need to modify behavior. Indeed some 
converging evidence can be found in behavioral studies that argue 
that looming (i.e., approaching) objects are processed with priority 
over objects with other motion trajectories (Lin et al., 2008).
Comprehension of sentences describing objects in motion 
toward other people (MTO: “The car drives toward Mary”) elicited 
activation in those areas also seen to be activated for MTS sentences 
(i.e., MT/V5, OMPFC, PC, and cuneus). We included this sentence 
condition in order to test whether activation in the cortical midline 
structures reflects only self-referential sentence content. The finding 
that we see more activation in these areas for both self-referential and 
other-referential sentences suggests that sentences describing objects 
in motion toward other human beings may be of equal importance 
to the subsequent behavior of the participant than those sentences 
describing objects moving toward oneself. The importance may be 
twofold: the sentence “The car approaches Mary” could either be 
a warning to a participant that he/she should attempt to avoid hit-
ting Mary with the car or such a sentence could be processed in a 
manner very similar to those describing objects in motion toward 
oneself due to the participant’s mental representation of the other. 
In both cases the action plan of the participant must be modified 
in order to prevent harm to him/herself or the other. Therefore we 
suggest that activation in OMPFC and cuneus observed during the 
comprehension of sentences describing objects in motion toward 
the participant and toward another person reflects awareness that 
sentence content has potential personal consequences.
gEnEral diScuSSion
There are several important findings from this work. First, using 
a functional localizer, MT/V5 was identified bilaterally in the 
lateral posterior middle temporal gyrus in both experiments. 
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of the denoted object in the situation in which it is denoted (e.g., 
the physical properties of the calculator become more relevant than 
functional properties in understanding what it means to kick a 
calculator). There is thus top-down modulation of what kind of 
action to simulate in conjunction with a manipulable object word. 
Research to date leaves open what processes underlie this top-down 
modulation; however the current data suggest that relevance of the 
described situation for the self is one possible option.
concluSion
In two fMRI experiments we tested whether area MT/V5, a visual 
processing area known to be sensitive to moving visual stimuli, is 
activated by sentences describing objects in motion. The results 
of our studies show that sentences describing objects in motion 
toward other entities (people and things) indeed activate higher-
order visual brain areas. The results cannot be reconciled fully with 
a strict embodied interpretation, because sentences describing 
receding objects did not elicit the same pattern of results in MT/
V5. In addition to MT/V5, sentences describing objects in motion 
toward oneself or another person elicited increased levels of acti-
vation along the cortical midline structure. We suggest that this 
reflects the potential relevance of the information conveyed by the 
sentence for oneself. The results extend the literature on embodied 
language processing by showing that higher-order visual areas are 
also involved in language processing, but they leave open questions 
concerning the timing with which these areas become activated 
during sentence comprehension.
MT/V5 in the same manner that actual visual stimuli would. This 
indicates that higher level visual areas become involved in sentential 
processing, but only at a late stage and only after sentence meaning 
has already been at least partially derived.
Our data therefore suggest that some modification of the strong 
embodiment position that all sentence content is simulated during 
language comprehension is in order. This notion is in accordance 
with other research indicating that the simulation view of language 
comprehension may not be as straightforward as initially thought 
(e.g., Masson et al., 2008). Specifically, Masson et al. (2008) showed 
in a behavioral priming study that the type of action-information 
simulated during comprehension of language denoting manipula-
ble objects differs depending on the sentence context surrounding 
the manipulable object word. Specifically, they showed that words 
presented in isolation prime the execution of hand movements 
related to the functional use of the denoted object (e.g., calculator 
primes a finger poking action). The same words do not prime execu-
tion of hand movements related to moving objects (e.g., calculator 
does not prime a manual horizontal grasp). However, if manipula-
ble object words are embedded in sentences in which the physical 
properties of the object become more relevant than the function of 
the object (e.g., The lawyer kicked the calculator aside.), then the 
priming effect for functional actions is compromised, while a prim-
ing effect for movement actions becomes apparent. This indicates 
that sensory-motor representations of lexical items are constructed 
during sentence comprehension. Motor simulation is suggested to 
draw on whatever experience best captures the relevant properties 
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